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When developing theories, designing studies, and interpreting the results, researchers are

influenced by their perception of tree size. For example, we may compare two trees of the

same size belonging to different species, and attribute any differences to dissimilarities

between the species. However, the meaning of “same size” depends on the measures

of size used. Wood density influences certain measures, such as biomass, but does not

influence e.g., trunk diameter. Therefore, the choice of the measure of size can reverse

any conclusions. Hence, it is import to consider which measure of size should be used. I

argue that the most common measure of size, i.e., trunk diameter, is often a bad choice

when wood density varies, as diameter is then not directly related to processes important

in evolution. When trees with equal diameters but differing wood densities are compared,

the tree with denser wood is larger if the measure of size is related to construction cost

or trunk strength, a proxy of leaf area. From this perspective, the comparison is then

conducted between a biologically larger heavy-wooded tree and a smaller light-wooded

tree, and the differences between the trees may be caused by size instead of wood

density. Therefore, trunk biomass and strength may often be more suitable measures of

size, as they reflect the construction cost and biomechanical potency linked to leaf area

crown height, often too challenging to estimate more directly. To assess how commonly

inadequate measures of tree size have been used, I reviewed 10 highly cited journal

articles. None of these 10 articles discussed the impact of wood density on biological

size, and instead based the analyses on diameters or basal areas. This led to conclusions

that could change or even reverse in an analysis based on biomass or strength. Overall,

I do not suggest avoiding the use of diameter, but I recommend considering result

sensitivity to the measure of size, particularly in studies ones with variable wood densities.

Keywords: biomass, DBH, diameter, ecophysiology, relativity, size, tree, wood specific gravity

TREE SIZE

Many ecologically and evolutionarily important properties and processes are dependent on size.
Therefore, “Size is one of the most important features of any organism,” as Niklas (2004) began
review. Consequently, we take size into account when attempting to understand nature. We
may compare two individuals of the same size, groups of individuals of the same total size, or
individuals of different sizes but controlling for size either intuitively or rationally in our minds, or
with statistical procedures. Our scientific ecological methods have developed significantly over the
decades. However, we still choose our research topics instinctively and mainly use our intuition for
setting up the studies. The understanding of common use of unconscious and biased thinking in
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decision-making have transformed economics in the past
decades (Kahneman, 2011). Similarly, the combination of human
perspective and intuitive thinking has led to a biased view of
the evolutionary processes of animals that differ significantly
from us (Kokko, 2017). In this essay, I explore how our human
mind may influence how we perceive tree size and its potential
dangers. I start in this section by discussing and comparing
potential measure of tree size. I then examine whether inadequate
perception on tree size may have influenced results in a sample
of 10 articles. In section three I recap the ways in which things
can go wrong, and in section four what to do in practice to
avoid problems. I end this article with the fifth section answering
playfully to the question of the title.

Humans are competent at noticing subtle differences in
volume and even smaller differences in peoples’ heights (Maskin
et al., 2010). This has been valuable ability in our evolutionary
history when identifying people and assessing their working,
mobility, and fighting capabilities, and the rate at which they
consume food. Because our fresh bulk density is nearly constant,
and the same is true for most domestic and hunted animals, fresh
mass and volume may, in practice, be used interchangeably. We
can visually estimate volume but then, we talk about “weight”
or more precisely fresh weight or fresh mass, which can be used
nearly interchangeably, as gravity varies little. Human size, and
perhaps the more commonly used closely related terms “large”
and “small” are ambiguous. A taller but lighter person may be
considered either larger or smaller than a shorter but heavier
person, but this may be considered solely a semantic issue, as we
have a clear vision of both in practice. The volume of a human
individual rarely scales linearly to performance, but we intuitively
good at relating it to the size of a person. We may, for example,
estimate that four small men, each weighing 50 kg, would be able
to carry a load that two large men, both weighing 120 kg, are
merely able to carry, even though the total volume of the small
men were smaller that of the large men.

Size is important for trees, as it is linked to construction
and maintenance costs and to processes such as photosynthesis.
Large fresh weight and volume cause transportation challenges
for animals, and it is not difficult to imagine situations in which
smaller individuals are fitter. Individuals of most mammal and
bird species grow relative rapidly to their mature size, and remain
then in this size that has presumably been optimal in their
evolutionary history for the rest of their lives. However, trees may
safely be assumed to grow as large as they are able during growth
of individuals and have evolved as large as they are capable
without an excessive risk of toppling over (Gardiner et al., 2016)
or of having issues with xylem (Ryan and Yoder, 1997) or phloem
transport (Woodruff, 2013). When expressed more scientifically,
the “being capable” refers to construction and maintenance costs
and it has been balanced with benefits originating from the large
size, e.g., the ability to grow a large area of leaves and position
them high up in the canopy and to transport water, nutrients, and
carbohydrates up and down and to store them. These costs and
benefits do not normally scale linearly with measures of tree size
(Table 1) but can be understood based on them.

In contrast with the large number of potential measures of tree
size (Table 1), laymen and forest ecologist like seem to focus on

just a fewmeasures.When we see a tree growing in the open from
a distance, most of us probably consider it large if it is tall and
the crown is wide. However, our perception of size changes for
obvious reasons when we enter a forest. The distant view of a
given tree is blocked by other trees and we are mainly only able to
see the lower parts of the trunks of these closer trees. Therefore,
a tree in a dense forest is typically considered larger than its
neighbor when its diameter is larger. This focus on diameter is
not just restricted to casual discussions regarding forests, but is
also reflected in scientific publications, as diameter is also the
size measure that is the easiest to measure with simple tools.
The words “shrub” and “height” were used in many more articles
(2,861) than “shrub” and “diameter” (1,537), while “tree” and
“height” (26,207) were used only slightly more frequently than
“tree” and “diameter” (24,438) (ISI Web of Science, Clarivate
Analytics search on 28 May 2019). Shrub height may get more
attention relative to diameter not only because their tops are
visible, and their height can be defined and measured often
more easily than diameters of multi-stemmed individuals, but
also because we may intuitively consider differences close to
our own height to be more important and interesting. Other
measures (Table 1) are even more difficult to determine than
height, and certain ones, such as biomass and strength, require
species identification and prior information or a time-consuming
protocol involving laboratory work.

Instead of measures of size that are easy to estimate
with plain eye or seem intuitively significant, conclusions
of scientific studies should be based on measures that scale
with evolutionarily important processes. When the focus is on
photosynthesis, leaf area and its height, indicating the light
level to which a tree is exposed, would be a good option.
Photosynthesis, as the source of energy, is specific for plants.
However, respiration is similar in ectothermic animals and
trees, but while only a minuscule portion of animal tissue is
metabolically inactive, the biomass share of dead heartwood
is often more than half. Autotrophic respiration of trees has
been modeled based on dry mass, i.e., biomass (Mori et al.,
2010), based on sapwood volume (Valentine and Mäkelä, 2012),
and is also found to scale roughly linearly to surface area
(Bosc et al., 2003). Construction costs are more straightforward
to model and are often assumed to scale linearly with most
of the biomass, i.e., woody parts. Of the size-related risks
that trees face, the toppling over moment that the wind drag
causes is related mainly to leaf area and tree height, as wind
speeds increase upwards, and the longer a lever is the greater
the moment or torque caused by a given force (Gardiner
et al., 2016). Fresh weight, central in the notion of animal
size, has little importance in trees. Fresh weight influences
the maximum height that does not lead to elastic buckling.
However, most trees are far below this height (McMahon,
1973). In addition, fresh weight contributes to the moment of
toppling over once the wind bends a tree. In applied ecology,
dry weight, dry mass, or biomass may be used to assess
the role of trees in climate change mitigation, as the carbon
content of biomass varies only little (Martin et al., 2018), while
trunk volume has been traditionally an important measure
in forestry.
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TABLE 1 | Some potential measures of tree size.

Measure Definition used in

this article

Ease of measuring or

estimating

Dependence on

diameter

“ceteris paribus”

Dependence on diameter

based on data from forest

Usage and

significance

Related measures

Diameter Diameter of a trunk

measured at 1.3m

above the ground

Usually, diameter is very

easy to measure with

calipers or diameter

tape. When a tree is

buttressed, protocols

typically suggest

measuring “above

buttress” (Cushman

et al., 2014), and

therefore involve a

subjective decision

- - Diameter is used

widely in basic and

applied ecology to

describe size.

However, does not

have important direct

evolutionary

significance and

therefore is not

biologically as

meaningful as certain

other measures

Diameter squared, i.e.,

basal area, basal area

of sapwood only

which is related to leaf

area of a given species

according to the pipe

model (Shinozaki

et al., 1964), or these

expressed per unit

land area

Height Distance from base

of the tree to the top

Height is calculated

trigonometrically from

the distances and

angles measured.

Leaning trees, flat

crowns, and poor

visibility cause

challenges and

potentially bias the data

(Larjavaara and

Muller-Landau, 2013). It

can be measured from

laser scanning data

(Wang et al., 2019) or

estimated from diameter

None Height is 1.4-fold with a change

in diameter from 0.4 to 0.8m,

(Chave et al., 2014), (with the

climate-dependent

“environmental variable” E set at

0). Theoretically, height is

expected to increase with

increasing wood density, as

trunk strength increases and

leaves can be supported higher

up without increasing the risk of

toppling over. However, at least

in some cases trees “use” this

extra strength to lower the risk of

toppling over (Rifai et al., 2016)

and to spread the crown but

without increasing height

(Francis et al., 2017)

Height is used widely.

Fundamental

importance for trees

(King, 1990), as taller

trees have more light

for their top leaves.

Less importantly, the

pollen and seeds of

tall trees may

disperse further by

wind, and are more

likely damaged by

lightning (Yanoviak

et al., 2015)

Projected area of the

crown on ground is a

distantly related

measure as it similarly

describes the

maximum dimension

but horizontally. Crown

volume, often

assumed to be the

product projected

area of the crown and

its height scales

proportionally with leaf

area if density of

leaves is invariable in

the crown

Surface area Surface area of a

trunk

Surface area can be

calculated from

diameter and height, but

variation in trunk taper

could be considered for

increased precision

Proportional to

diameter

With change in diameter from

0.4 to 0.8m, surface is 2.8-fold

assuming no change in taper

and change in height as above

(Chave et al., 2014)

Surface area is rarely

used and is not a

measure of size for

many people.

However, could be

used to model the

maintenance cost of

trunks (Larjavaara,

2010), as for a given

individual, the

respiration of woody

pieces scales roughly

linearly to their

surface area (Bosc

et al., 2003), which is

also the cambium

area

Surface area of other

parts of a tree, such

as the branches and

roots, could be added

or examined

separately

Volume Volume of a trunk Volume can be

estimated similarly as

surface area

Proportional to

square of diameter

With change in diameter from

0.4 to 0.8m, volume is 5.6-fold

assuming no change in taper

and change in height as above

(Chave et al., 2014)

Maximizing volume

growth has been a

common objective in

silviculture, and

volume is widely used

in forestry but is

difficult to link directly

to evolutionary

processes

The volume of living

sapwood has been

used to model water

storage or respiration.

Volume of roots could

be considered as well

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Measure Definition used in

this article

Ease of measuring or

estimating

Dependence on

diameter

“ceteris paribus”

Dependence on diameter

based on data from forest

Usage and

significance

Related measures

Biomass Dry mass of

above-ground parts

of a tree

Measurement of

biomass is very difficult,

as it requires climbing or

felling the tree, and

therefore, is typically

estimated based on

trunk diameter and

possibly height and

wood density (Chave

et al., 2014). Even when

all three are used,

considerable variation is

typically observed due

to variation in e.g.,

crown shape

Proportional to

square of diameter

Relative to a tree with a diameter

of 0.4m and wood density of

250 kg m−3, biomass is 3.9-fold

when wood density is increased

to 1,000 kg m−3, 5.4-fold when

diameter is increased to 0.8m

but wood density remains at

250 kg m−3 and 20.9-fold when

both the diameter is increased to

0.8 and wood density to

1,000 kg m−3 (Chave et al.,

2014)

Biomass is used

widely to describe

size, and has

important practical

importance in the

context of climate

change, as the

carbon content of

biomass is roughly

constant (Martin

et al., 2018).

Important in tree

evolution, as biomass

may be assumed to

be proportional with

the construction cost

Below-ground

biomass may be

added or examined

separately, mass of

leaves could be

excluded, water may

be included to obtain

fresh mass, or

biomass per unit

length, i.e., the

“cross-sectional

mass” can be used

(Larjavaara and

Muller-Landau, 2011).

Dead tissue that is

part of the living

individual, heartwood,

could be excluded

Strength Strength of a trunk

at 1.3m, expressed

as the maximal

toppling over

moment (unit: Nm)

that the trunk can

resist

Strength can be

estimated based on its

diameter and wood

density unless values of

modulus of rupture

(Vogel, 2013) for the

species in question are

available

Proportional to

cube of diameter

(Ennos, 2012)

Relative to a tree with a diameter

of 0.4m and wood density of

250 kg m−3, strength is 5.7-fold

when wood density is increased

to 1,000 kg m−3, 8.0-fold when

diameter is increased to 0.8m

but wood density remains at

250 kg m−3 and 45.3-fold when

both the diameter is increased to

0.8 and wood density to

1,000 kg m−3 (Larjavaara and

Muller-Landau, 2012a)

Strength is rarely

used even though it

is pivotal in the

evolution of trees, as

it is proportional to

the toppling over

moment caused by

dynamic loads, such

as wind, that the

trunk can resist.

Many forest

ecologists may not

consider strength a

measure of size

Leaf area, an

ecologically important

measure of tree size

but that is difficult to

measure and estimate,

correlates well with

strength, assuming

invariable height of

leaves and constant

risk of both toppling

over and friction on

leaves from the wind

The attempt was to list measures that are used widely or are important for trees in the context of evolution.

Dangerously, the choice for the measure of size may
dramatically influence the conclusions made (Figure 1), and
therefore it is important to carefully consider the choice.
For example, when trunk dimensions of individuals of two
species are the same but wood densities differ, the trees are
equally large based on diameter but not based on biomass.
Overall, despite the best-matching measures varying, both
biomass and strength (Table 1) correspond well to several
of the processes that have influenced growth, survival, and
reproduction and have therefore probably had a strong linkage
with tree evolution. Here, I call trees smaller based on biomass
and strength “biologically smaller” and these measures of size
more “biologically meaningful” than e.g., diameter. I admit
that the relative importance of the linkages between these
ecological measures and evolutionary processes depends on the
research question but find this generalization useful in this article
for simplicity.

REVIEW OF 10 HIGHLY CITED ARTICLES

The previous section remained somewhat theoretical or even
philosophical and may not have revealed to most readers the

importance of considering the measure of tree size. For this
section, my objective was to review qualitatively a sample of
articles and examine how tree size was perceived and how
alternative perspectives may have influenced the results. I focused
on recent and much-cited articles presenting data sets with
variation in wood density so that biologically more meaningful
measures of size, strength, and biomass vary for a given diameter.
I performed a search on 22 May 2019 on the ISI Web of
Science, Clarivate Analytics using “wood densit∗” or “wood
specific gravit∗” as “topic.” I selected these strings of words as
both wood density and wood specific gravity are commonly used
and wanted to include the plurals and possibly other inflections.
I obtained 2,250 articles published since 2010. I then selected
the 10 most cited articles since 2018 that had at least one
of the two searched strings of words in the title, abstract, or
keywords (Supplementary Materials). Alas, as my approach was
critical and I focused on steps of reasoning related to size that
may have influenced conclusions, I do not describe the pivotal
advancements that most of these articles made.

I begin with a comprehensively discussed case that possibly
serves as a good starting point for other more general and
complex circumstances. The only review article included in the
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FIGURE 1 | Hypothetical demonstration on how the measure of size may influence our perception of important processes. The tree species represented with open

and closed circles appear different when compared relative to measures of size A and B but not based on C. The process on the Y-axis could for example be

transpiration, and measure of size A diameter, B basal area, and C cross-section mass, i.e., biomass per unit length of the trunk, at breast height (instead of more

common biomass as that would require assumptions on height, taper, and branches). I computed the data assuming a three-fold wood density for the species

represented with closed circles and added some random variation so that the dataset appears more realistic. Scientists normally pay enough attention on differences

between dimension-based measures such as A and B. However, this article focuses on impacts of wood density on size and how results may change when studying

wood density related structures and processes when using measures based only on dimensions (A and B) or those influenced also by wood density (C). This is

important as based on A and B a study could conclude that the species with higher wood density has higher transpiration. With more species with similar differences,

a study based on measure A or B would conclude that increasing wood density increases transpiration, while a study based on C would claim that wood density does

not influence transpiration.

sample (Adler et al., 2013) incidentally presented previously
common thinking on the value of dense wood being of high
strength but having a high construction cost and therefore
slow growth. This logic has been explained to be a product of
focusing misleadingly on a comparison of individuals of equal
diameter and therefore differing biomass and strength (Anten
and Schieving, 2010; Larjavaara and Muller-Landau, 2010,
2012a). The problem in the logic of comparing individuals of the
same diameter but of differing wood densities (e.g., Lüttge, 2007)
can be visualized with a seesaw (Figure 2). In this previously
common erroneous thinking, A is wood density, B is strength,
C is construction cheapness, and D is diameter that is assumed to
not vary (Figure 2). Then, correctly, cheapness of construction
trades off with strength, but this should not be applied to the
ecological context or to understanding wood evolution, as D
is not a biologically meaningful measure (Table 1). When D is
changed to strength or biomass that remain constant, the plank
of the seesaw breaks, as for a given biomass, the decreasing wood
density increases strength without influencing construction
cheapness assuming invariable height (Anten and Schieving,
2010; Larjavaara andMuller-Landau, 2010, 2012a), revealing how
important it is that B, C, and D are all biologically meaningful
when attempting to understand the ecological significance of A.
The initial choice of comparing trees with identical diameters in
the traditional thinking paradoxically leads to false conclusions
despite a perfectly correct chain of reasoning.

Based on the previous example, it is possible to see how

comparisons over a narrow range of diameters, in which the

biomass of the largest light-wooded species is lower than the

biomass of the smallest heavy-wooded species, may lead to
similar problems. However, the same problem persists when the
diameter range is wide, when only one end is bound, or even
without diameter limits if for example low wood density species

FIGURE 2 | Seesaw representing a trade-off situation. When A changes, B

improves, and C becomes worse for example from an evolutionary

perspective, or vice versa. The fulcrum, D, is assumed to not change, normally

gains less attention, as our mind easily focuses on only the moving parts. This

is a problem, as D influences how B and C depend on A.

have similar diameters and therefore average lower biomass. A
minimum diameter is nearly always set for trees to be included
in the sample to optimize the field efforts. Seven of the 10
included studies were based on data sets with such boundaries.
This signifies that the smallest light-wooded trees included were
lighter and biologically smaller than the smallest heavy-wooded
trees. This is methodologically understandable and reasonable,
and not a problem if the study is mensurational without
ecological reasoning or if the significance of the trees close to
the boundary on the discovered patterns is small. However, it
is useful to consider the risks related to misleading conclusions
relative to a biologically more meaningful way of setting the
boundary. For example, with a size limit based on a biomass
of 50 kg, the diameter limit for a light-wooded species with a
very low wood density of 250 kg m3 would be at 15.3 cm, while
the limit would be at 9.0 cm for a species with an exceptionally
dense wood (1,000 kg m−3; Chave et al., 2014; computed with
environmental variable set at zero). The two mensuration studies
(Asner and Mascaro, 2014; Chave et al., 2014) did not aim to
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explain the life history of trees or formulate conclusions from
an evolutionary or ecological perspective, and a boundary that
was not biologically meaningful was not a problem. Three of
the studies (Quesada et al., 2012; Kunstler et al., 2016; Peres
et al., 2016) had lower diameter boundaries, but it seems unlikely
that using, for example, a biomass-based boundary would have
changed the results significantly. However, this could be verified.

Two of the seven studies, incorporating only trees with a
diameter above a set minimum, focused on narrower diameter
ranges in neotropical forests. Wright et al. (2010) found light-
wooded trees, especially in the 1–5-cm diameter range to have
higher mortality and relative diameter growth, and this finding
was likely inflated by these saplings being biologically smaller
than the heavy-wooded ones in the same diameter range, as
mortality and relative diameter growth are likely to decrease with
increasing biological size. Similarly, Phillips et al. (2010) found
light-wooded and large trees to more likely die in a drought. They
wished to confirm that low wood density directly increases the
risk of mortality instead of larger diameters, by focusing on the
10–40-cm diameter range. However, as the light-wooded trees
were biologically smaller, the effect of wood density on mortality
for a given biological size was probably underestimated.

One of the studies with lower diameter boundaries (Kunstler
et al., 2016) had another, and probably more significant
issue, as the main variable of interest was absolute growth
of basal area, which scales as diameter squared, inflating
the biologically meaningful growth of light-wooded species.
Furthermore, according to one of the main results light-wooded
species influence their neighbors less, but again, the measure was
that of basal area and the light-wooded species were therefore
biologically smaller. This calls for reanalyzing the impressive data
set based on biologically moremeaningful measures of size rather
than on basal area.

Gleason et al. (2016) used an exceptionally large dataset to
study important patterns in efficiency and safety of upward
water transport in the sapwood. Our intuition tells us that such
examinations cannot be based on efficiency per plant or per
branch as sizes vary. Gleason et al. (2016) based their analysis
on “water transport through a given area and length of sapwood,
across a given pressure gradient.” This unit can be visualized as
the fulcrum (D) assumed not to change in Figure 2 on tradeoff of
safety (B) and efficiency (C). Basing a comparison on transport
per given cross-sectional area of sapwood would be a good
starting point, if it linked either to the biologically meaningful
size of the plants or to costs of constructing or maintaining
the water conducting structures. Unfortunately, transport per
given sapwood area falls in between these two. Assuming
invariable conduit dimensions and density, and transport per
given sapwood area, trunk or branch transport can increase “for
free” without increasing trunk or branch cross-section mass,
i.e., biomass per unit length, by both increasing sapwood-to-
heartwood ratio or decreasing wood density. Likewise, transport
per given area could increase simply by increasing conduit
density in angiosperm trees and shrubs (lianas are different).
Therefore, again the seesaw in Figure 2 breaks. An analysis
based on construction or maintenance costs of the water
conducting structures, or probably closely related maintenance

cost of the trunk, could instead reveal a sharp safety-efficiency
trends. Unfortunately, these measures would be very challenging
to estimate.

Finally, Peres et al. (2016) simulated the effect of hunting on
ecosystem carbon in the Amazon basin by assuming that the
removal of animal dispersers of large-seeded and heavy-wooded
species will lower the mean wood density and decrease the
biomass per unit area assuming invariable basal area and number
of individuals per unit land area. However, basal area per unit
land area is not biologically meaningful and assuming it does not
change should not be considered more natural or something to
assume than for example basal area per unit land area increasing
or decreasing a given percentage at the same time with changing
wood density. This same assumption of constant basal area when
wood density changes has been made in numerous influential
papers. First, Bunker et al. (2005) simulated the carbon impacts of
tree species extinctions and then the same logic was suggested for
understanding the effects of hunting (Brodie and Gibbs, 2009).
Even though this suggestion was initially criticized (Jansen et al.,
2010), it has also been applied in other highly cited articles,
although these are not included in my sample of the 10 most
cited articles (Bello et al., 2015; Osuri et al., 2016), and seems to
be widely accepted in conservation biology. If the assumption of
constant basal area per unit land area is discarded, what can be
said about potential changes in biomass owing to the hunting of
dispersers of large-seeded heavy-wooded tree species? Assuming
a constant number of trees per unit land area and a given gross
primary productivity per unit land area, biomass may increase
with increasing wood density if heavy-wooded species have lower
maintenance costs per unit mass of their trunk. This could be
further reinforced by the higher susceptibility of light-wooded
species to disturbances and mortality and the forest being further
away from the energy-balanced old-growth stage (Larjavaara and
Muller-Landau, 2012b). However, all this is highly uncertain
and the assumption of having an invariable number of trees per
unit land area cannot be justified ecologically or physiologically.
Moreover, any such changes may take centuries, and even then,
may be minuscule compared to the much more rapid effect of
animal- and hunting-triggered changes in semi-arid climates,
where browsing may influence tipping the ecosystem into a forest
or grassland (Staver et al., 2009).

SIZE-MYOPIA

I only reviewed 10 articles. However, as they were recent and
highly cited, they probably give a much better outlook of
ecological research on wood density than their small number
suggests. In at least half of the articles, many of the key arguments
seemed questionable because tree size was based on diameters or
basal areas. Paradoxically, this is possible despite incorporating
a perfect chain of reasoning if “size-myopia” has influenced the
basis of the study (Figure 3). I wish to draw attention to this
danger with this perhaps excessively provocative expression.

The comparison of apparently equally sized two trees with
identical diameters but varying wood densities is perhaps the
simplest case of size-myopia. This may be considered a special
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FIGURE 3 | Flow chart showing size-myopic with black (A and B) and

size-conscious inference with solid arrows (A, C, D, and E). The size-myopic

logic focuses on arrow A but typically takes tree size into account based on

diameter or basal area (arrow B). However, wood density not only influences

the pattern or process of interest but also the biologically meaningful size

(arrow C) together with dimension-based measures (arrow D). A

size-conscious approach focuses on impact of wood density on the pattern of

interest (arrow A) by taking the biological meaningful size into account (arrow

E). Analogously, in studies e.g., focusing on crown shape instead of wood

density, the impact of crown shape on size (arrow C) should be considered.

case of any comparison in which the focus is on wood density
variation, but tree size expressed with biomass or strength
covaries with wood density, and this is not discussed. This
covariance is easy to see in the case of a fixed diameter or a
narrow range of diameters, but is also a danger in (1) larger
diameter ranges and (2) if diameters are bound only at one end,
or (3) are even without any bounds if light-wooded trees in a
given forest are biologically smaller even if they look at least
as large when walking in the forest. Size-myopia is a danger
also when whole or sapwood cross-sectional or basal area in
the stand scale are used. It remains a problem over time if an
increase in diameter or its derivatives is used in an attempt to
understand biologically meaningful growth and wood density
varies. Similarly, a temporally invariable basal area is a size-
myopic assumption when wood density changes. In this case,
assuming e.g., invariable biomass could be more natural.

I believe that our human mind is not tuned intuitively to
consider the density of living creatures contributing to their
size. This bias causes our size-myopia. We are not used to
considering the variable bulk densities of living creatures, and
we easily consider wood density solely a trait that we account
for in complex analyses but do not consider it to contribute to
the size of an individual when setting up a study. When thinking
about size, and the adjectives “large” and “small” associated with
it, we easily think of dimensions only and set aside wood density
as a material property. Ecological questions are complicated and
often best examined by fixing a part of the variables and then
focusing on two variables, or occasionally more, that are varied to
spatially or temporally understand the causes and consequences.
Size is a typical variable to be fixed. For example, when studying
differences in whole-plant-transpiration between species A and
B with similar wood densities, we would intuitively reject a

study design with measurements from a small individual of
A and a mature tree of B with double diameter and roughly
four-fold biomass compared to A. However, when comparing
species B and C with four-fold wood density, unfortunately the
norm would be to compare individuals with a roughly four-fold
biomass difference and attribute the findings to differences in
wood density and not in size, despite both being possible causes.
Similarly, it is perhaps natural for our human mind to assume
that basal area of a forest does not change temporally through
certain environmental alterations, even though a temporally
invariable biomass would probably be a better assumption from
the perspective of a tree. However, both are likely to be rough,
as a major shift in tree species composition is likely to involve
major disturbances.

SIZE-CONSCIOUSNESS

When words are extensively discussed in research publications,
the motivation is often to introduce terms that are new to
most readers (e.g., Darwin, 1859) or to discuss alternative uses
causing confusion (e.g., Hey, 2001). Sizes, i.e., “large” and "small’
are extremely commonly used terms in forest ecology, and
their meanings have been well established. One way to be size-
conscious would be to continue using these terms as before
simply based on dimensions and to consider wood density as a
material property as before, but include it in analyses at an earlier
time. However, I believe this to be difficult for our human mind,
and it is intellectually easier to reconsider the meaning of size,
i.e., “and” “small,” in tree studies of variable wood densities and
to include wood density in their concepts and think in terms of
e.g., biomass instead of dimensions.

How to avoid size-myopia and be size-conscious? I am not
suggesting that fieldwork or remote measurements should be
conducted differently, but that more attention should be paid
to size-consciousness when analyzing data, communicating the
results, and developing theories. We should also always consider
how the measure of tree size influences the results when (1) wood
density varies and we fix size for a comparison, (2) we set a
size-based boundary or boundaries for the sample of trees, (3)
we compare growth speeds, or (4) we make assumptions about
temporal trends. This consideration does not need to be more
complicated than when an economist converts gross domestic
products from nominal to ones adjusted with purchasing power,
or an atmospheric scientist converts relative humidity to absolute
humidity and ponders for a while which to use when reporting
their results to others.

The large number of alternatives for diameter presents a
challenge for which measure to choose when reporting results
(Table 1). Biomass or strength may be the natural alternatives for
diameter in many cases. However, as they are typically estimated
based on diameter, just using diameter to describe size is not
normally a problem if wood density does not significantly vary
in the dataset. When wood density varies, then biomass and
strength are likely to vary for a given diameter but even this
may not cause problems. Checking this can be done by observing
the sensitivity of the results on converting diameter to other
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measures of size listed in Table 1. Obviously, estimating biomass
or strength just based on diameter does not help in taking
the wood density caused variation into account, but allometric
models incorporating wood density or biomechanical equations
including wood density, or even better, modulus of rupture,
should be used. Sometimes intra-specific wood density variation
should be included in estimation of biomass or strength. Use of
diameter can sometimes be a better measure than e.g., biomass
physiologically if the focus is on maintenance costs that are
assumed to scale linearly with surface area (Table 1). However,
this would be reasonable only occasionally. Biomass and strength
are closely related measures. However, assuming invariable
height, biomass scales to diameter squared, while strength
scales to diameter cubed, therefore increasing the size difference
between small- and large-diameter trees. Because shrubs and
small trees can bend to the ground without breaking, their
strength is not important for survival and fitness (Larjavaara,
2015), therefore backing usage of biomass when studying them.
Crown-based measures of size are typically superior but crown
area and volume are challenging to estimate and leaf area
even more difficult. Fortunately, this could change with rapidly
improving technology and knowledge to collect and analyze laser
scanning data (Li et al., 2017).

HOW LARGE ARE YOU?

How would a heavy-wooded emergent tree describe its own size
(see Table 1 for biomass and strength for a diameter of 0.8m
and wood density of 1,000 kg m−3)? It would proudly explain
that it is much older and heavier than its 21-neighbors combined
and as strong as 45 of these much smaller neighbors (see Table 1
for biomass and strength for a diameter of 0.4m and for wood
density of 250 kg m−3). Size-myopic ecologists would then pull
diameter tapes out of their pockets and observe that the diameters
of just two neighbors need to be summed to equal the diameter
of the heavy-wooded emergent tree, and they would wonder why
it is bragging and exaggerating its own size. They would then
begin flying a drone, bend their necks, first seeing how the long

branches of the large one shade the tops of the smaller trees. Once
the drone reaches the open sky, they would point the camera
down and watch the canopy from the remote-control display.
They would not see the dozens of smaller neighbors that have
disappeared in the shady understory, but only the thousands of
ripening fruits and nearly million leaves on the large tree basking
in the sun and monopolizing all the direct light over a large area
filling the screen. They would begin to wonder. The large one
really looks grossly larger from above but not according to the
diameter tapes. How come?
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